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COVID-19 Guidance for the 2022 Local Body Elections 

Introduction 

This guidance summarises the COVID-19 Public Health orders current as at May 2022, and measures that 
electoral officers and other agencies can take under the COVID-19 Protection Framework (traffic lights)1 during 
any stage of the 2022 elections. This guidance will require revision as legislation and public health orders 
change.  

The objective of this guidance is that electoral officers and other agencies will have preparations in place should 
a city, town, wider area or whole country be required to increase public health measures to slow or stop the 
transmission of disease. We have prepared this guidance to mitigate the risk of election disruption.  

Local body elections will be able to be delivered even under red settings because the voting is largely is by post 
and contactless. There are specific considerations for the behind the scenes workers in the preparation post-
election stages which are set out under different traffic light scenarios.  

We thank those involved in the production of this important guidance. 

Karen Thomas   Susan Freeman-Greene 

Chief Executive Chief Executive  

Taituarā Local Government New Zealand 

1 https://covid19.govt.nz/traffic-lights/covid-19-protection-framework/ 
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Section 1 
Pandemic Guidance for the Local Elections 2022 

What status does this guidance have? 

This guidance provides a summary of the COVID-19 traffic light settings and mitigation measures election 
officers and other staff can take at each stage of the election process. It has been prepared by Taituarā – Local 
Government Professionals Aotearoa. The guidance has been reviewed by legal advisors Simpson Grierson, Local 
Government New Zealand and the Department of Internal Affairs (DIA). This guidance will require updating as 
legislation and public health orders change. An update schedule is included at the end of the document. 

Neither Taituarā or Local Government New Zealand have the authority to provide specific advice for particular 
circumstances some councils may encounter.  

The DIA is responsible for providing advice to the Government on any changes to key election dates that could 
be made through an Order in Council under s73A(1) of the Local Electoral Act 2001 (LEA). The Minister of Local 
Government is legally required to consult with all affected local authorities and electoral officers before 
recommending the making of an Order in Council to the Governor-General that a date, or dates, be changed. 

The pandemic and public health requirements 

The Government uses Epidemic Notices and Orders made under the Epidemic Preparedness Act 2006 and the 
COVID-19 Public Health Response Act 2020 to manage New Zealand’s response to COVID-19. All Orders and 
Epidemic Notices can be found on the Ministry of Health website2. 

The COVID-19 Public Health Response (Protection Framework) Order 2021 (Protection Framework Order) sets 
out the public health requirements at different levels of the COVID-19 Protection Framework (also known as the 
traffic light system).  The purpose of the Protection Framework Order is to prevent, and limit the risk of, the 
outbreak or spread of COVID-19.  

 The Protection Framework Order sets out three traffic light levels of public health response, graded as follows: 

Red:  In the Red setting, action is needed to protect vulnerable communities and the health system 
from an unsustainable number of hospitalisations. 

Orange:  At Orange, there is community transmission with increasing risk to vulnerable communities 
and pressure on the health system. 

 Green:  At Green, there is limited community transmission and the health system is ready to respond. 

The Government has been renewing its Epidemic Notice every three months since March 2020.  It is foreseeable 
that the COVID-19 threat might continue through to the local elections in October 2022.  

2 https://www.health.govt.nz/our-work/diseases-and-conditions/covid-19-novel-coronavirus/covid-19-response-
planning/covid-19-epidemic-notice-and-orders  
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Principles 

Put people first 

The priority of running an election during an alert level restriction is to put people first and ensure the safety of 
officers and the public. Electoral officers may only receive short notice of a change in traffic light settings, which 
could affect their ability to obtain resources and put appropriate alternative procedures in place. Risk mitigation 
measures need to be in place in plenty of time before they are needed, also taking into account that there may 
be shipping delays for some items.  

The Chief Executive’s role under the Local Government Act 2002 is to facilitate and foster representative and 
substantial elector participation in elections. Their further role under the Health and Safety at Work Act 2015 is 
to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, the health and safety of workers and other people in relation to 
council elections.  So both the Chief Executive and electoral officers will have responsibilities in ensuring 
everyone’s safety. 

Focus on the democratic process 

People vote by post in the local elections, which has clear benefits in a pandemic situation.  Mail is contactless, 
people are able to receive and post a letter and easily maintain social distancing. Those in self-isolation will, 
however require assistance to post their votes. 

Human to human contact generally occurs for nominations, campaigning, meetings, roll checking, special votes, 
vote counting and observing. There is behind the scenes work for enrolment, production of voting papers, post 
and vote counting. All of these activities need plans and preparations so that the elections will run smoothly. 
Staff working in every part of the delivery system will need to adhere to self-isolation and social distancing 
requirements.  

Contingency planning will need to include measures to prevent staff shortages, health protection measures, 
and possibly recruitment of additional staff. 

Electoral officers should focus on the democratic process and comply with s4 of the LEA: 

(1) The principles that this Act is designed to implement are the following:
(aa) representative and substantial electoral participation in local elections and polls:

(a) fair and effective representation for individuals and communities:
(b) all qualified persons have a reasonable and equal opportunity to -

(i) cast an informed vote
(ii) nominate 1 or more candidates
(iii) accept nomination as candidate

(c) public confidence in, and public understanding of, the local electoral process through -
(i) the provision of a regular election cycle
(ii) the provision of elections that are managed independently from the elected body
(iii) protection of the freedom of choice for voters and the secrecy of the vote
(iv) the provision of Transparent electoral systems and voting methods and the adoption of

procedures that produce certainty in electoral outcomes
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(v) the provision of impartial mechanisms for resolving disputed elections and polls.
(2) Local authorities, electoral officers, and other electoral officials must, in making decisions under this Act

or any other enactment, take into account those principles specified in subsection (1) that are applicable
(if any), so far as is practicable in the circumstances.

(3) This section does not override any othe provision in this Act or any other enactment.

Electoral officers must take into account all of the principles above when making decisions. The LEA empowers 
the independence of electoral officers. A chief executive cannot direct an electoral officer as to how they run 
the election3. 

Chief executives and electoral officers must work together 

Chief executives are responsible for determing the use of council facilities and health and safety compliance. 
Electoral officers have responsibility for the “official place” being used for election purposes, and are not 
obliged to comply with any directions from the Chief Executive about how they conduct the election. There is 
some overlap in these responsibilities. Electoral officers and chief executives must work together to achieve fair 
and effective democratic processes, plus good health outcomes.  

For more detailed information on running the elections under the COVID-19 Protection Framework, see the 
legal advice by Simpson Grierson on the interrelated roles of electoral officers and chief executives, attached to 
this guidance in Appendix 1. 

Nominations 

The ability to submit nominations electronically are of particular importance for lockdown scenarios. They have 
been an accepted form of nomination by many local authorities over recent elections. However, there is 
inconsistency in the interpretation of the LEA and LER across the sector. Not all councils are comfortable with 
electronic nominations given the legislative wording that they must be “in writing”. Therefore, there is 
significant reluctance to endorse electronic nominations from some councils. Consistency across the sector 
would be helpful, particularly in a pandemic situation. 

Taituarā has sought clarity from its legal advisors, Simpson Grierson, which is attached as Appendix 2. It advises 
that nominations should be in writing, unless the application is from overseas. An electronic nomination means 
a nomination form that has been scanned and sent by email, or forms that are completed electronically. The 
advice follows a complex trail to other Acts, (Legislation Act 2019 and the Contract and Commercial Law Act 
2017), and advises on the internal interpretation within the LEA and LER themselves.  

Taituarā has asked the DIA to consider seeking an amendment to the LEA to enable electronic nominations for 
the 2022 elections for COVID reasons. The DIA are planning to have a permanent legislative fix in place for the 
2025 elections. However, it has advised that a temporary fix for October 2022 under emergency COVID 
legislation is unlikely. 

In summary, each electoral officer and/or deputy electoral officer will need to assess the risks and make their 
own decision on how to manage the lodgement of nominations. 

3 Local Electoral Act 2001 s14(1) 
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Risks to democracy 

Holding elections during a public health crisis is possible, provided there is good planning for dealing with risks. 
There are risks to voters, electoral officers and workers’ health. There are also potential risks to democracy, 
particularly if elections need to be held off for any length of time.  

This guidance will help identify risks under each stage of the elections. Table 1 sets out the risks to the 
democratic process using the principles in the LEA, as previously outlined.  It will also provide some guidance 
about what good planning for these risks might involve. 

Prioritise and respond to risks 

The guidance in Section 2 provides strategies for mitigating risks to health and democracy under red, orange 
and green. The accuracy of this guidance is dependent upon changes to the Government’s Health Orders at the 
time of writing. However, the public health responses to COVID-19 continue to evolve and in any given COVID-
19 alert. electoral officers should check whether the guidance is current with the Health Orders and make 
adjustments where necessary.   

Communications for staff, candidates and voters are needed ahead of each election stage so that expectations 
are managed and people can prepare ahead of time for different alert level scenarios. 

If the elections are held during the traffic light settings, electoral officers will need to have sufficient premises, 
equipment and supplies for in-person special voting. Some councils ran one-stop-shops for voters in 2019, 
which drew crowds. Sufficient planning will need to be in place to allow for 1 metre distancing, personal 
protective equipment (PPE), hand sanitising, and cleaning protocols. Crowd numbers will need to be projected 
and planned for. Larger venues with sufficient staff may be required to manage the numbers of voters 
expected. 

For all traffic light settings, good communications will be required to provide messaging on nominations and 
voting. 

Monitor and communicate 

Electoral officers should monitor stages of the election using a COVID-19 checklist, see Appendix 3 to this 
guidance for a sample checklist. Compliance can be monitored against the electoral officer’s checklist and any 
issues can be fed back to Taituarā and the Elections Reference Group for futher review and improvement to this 
guidance. 

Extension of elections 

The elections can be extended by up to two weeks by the electoral officer if there is sufficient reason under s73 
of the LEA. For example, a slowed postal service due to COVID-19 in that workforce would be significant 
enough to extend the voting period. Taituarā, LGNZ and the Elections Reference Group will monitor the COVID 
impacts and request a nationwide extension should these impacts be serious and felt across the entire sector. If 
the elections are extended, there will be flow-on effects with delayed election results, inaugural meetings and 
other activities of a new council. 
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Section 2 

Summary of the COVID-19 Protection Framework as at 1 May 2022 

New Zealand has been in varying states of epidemic preparedness against COVID-19 since March 2020. As at 
the dates of drafting this guidance, all of New Zealand is in the Orange settings. However, public health 
requirements are likely, and subject, to change.  

The current public health requirements are set out in the Protection Framework Order. Local elections need to 
be provided in accordance with the Local Electoral Act 2001 and must be delivered whilst complying with the 
COVID-19 Protection Framework.  

Face masks 

• In the Red and Orange settings, face masks are required for indoor public facilities and premises
operated by a local authority.

• In the Green setting, face masks are not required, but are encouraged.
• If staff are unable to wear a mask for legitimate reasons, health risks may need to be mitigated by other

measures.
• Councils/businesses are not responsible for ensuring members of the public comply with face mask

rules.

Vaccine passes 

• Vaccine passes are no longer required, however, councils can potentially choose to use them as an entry
requirement, but caution is required under the current settings.

• There are risks around requiring vaccine passes for entry to vote, which councils need to assess. Factors
to be taken into account are Government and public health advice, high vaccination rates across the
country, the extent of community transmission and any other relevant factors which may be in play at
the time. Councils will also need to bear in mind the principle of electors having a reasonable and equal
opportunity to vote, and ensure that any entry requirements are not discriminatory.

• Should councils choose the option to limit venue access to vaccine pass holders, other venues or
systems will be required to provide a reasonable and fair opportunity for non pass holders to lodge a
nomination or cast a special vote.

Indoor and outdoor capacity limits 

• Outdoor capacity limits have been removed for all traffic light settings.
• The indoor capacity limit has increased to 200 people for the Red setting. Capacity is based on 1 metre

distancing.
• There are no indoor capacity limits at Orange or Green.

QR Scanning 

• QR code scanning and manual record keeping are not currently required.
• Keep existing or be prepared to print QR code posters, should they be required again.
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Self-isolation 

• Staff must stay home and get tested if they are sick with cold, flu or COVID-19 symptoms. They must
stay home until symptoms have cleared.

• If a postive result is returned, seven days of self-isolation is required under all traffic light settings.
• Household contacts are also required to self-isolate for seven days. They are required to have a

Rapid Antigen Test (RAT) at days three and seven of their isolation period, or sooner if they develop
symptoms.

On-site health protection measures 

• Posters with hygiene instructions
• Alcohol based hand sanitiser
• Rope, string, twine, tape, stickers and tape measures to support physical distancing
• Plexiglass or other translucent shields on counters
• Face masks for staff and voters
• Regular (e.g. daily/hourly) sanitisation processes of shared surfaces
• Well ventilated indoor spaces (eg open windows)
• Consider using single use pens

Business continuity planning 

• Plan contingencies for staffing absences from:
o The COVID-19 Omicron tail
o Future COVID-19 variants
o Winter flu season
o Leave balances
o Other events
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Section 3 

Guidance for Red, Orange and Green settings 
As at 4 April 2022 

Tablel 

Stage of 

election 

Possible election issues 

Production of Risk to staff at Datam, NZ Post 

voting papers 

That a delay in the production of voting papers 

would delay the elections. 

Public notices Risk to public confidence in transparency and 

timeliness of information. 

Electoral roll 

Nominations 

Inspection of 

the roll 

Campaigning 

Postal service 

That enrolment Data might not be provided to the 

Electoral Officers as scheduled 

That election support services might not meet the 

demand from the Electoral Officers 

Some people might not have a reasonable and/or 

equal opportunity to nominate or accept a 

nomination due to Covid-19 (eg need to have a 

vaccine pass to attend premises where nomination 
papers are handed in, needing to isolate and being 

unable to attend premises). 

Risk to public confidence in transparency and the 

adoption of procedures that produce certainty in 

electoral outcomes 

Electors may not be given a reasonable and equal 

opportunity to cast an informed vote 

Postal services may be reduced leading to delays in 

both outbound and inbound mail causing greater 

numbers of uncountable votes. 

Guidance summary 

The Datam Continuity Plan is attached as Appendix 4 to this guidance. 

Newspapers can operate depending on staff levels with reference to self-isolation and testing requirements. 

The legal definition of public notice for the Legislation Act allows public notices to be website only and this option can be used as necessary. 

Councils need to ensure there is easy access to public notices from their homepages. 

The Electoral Commission has staff contingency planning in place in the event of COVID-19 impacting its workforce for the following: 

Enrolment data - that the enrolment data extract function can be actioned remotely. 

Nominations support - that the nominations support function can be actioned remotely. 

Special vote support - that the special vote support function can be actioned remotely. 

As of the time of writing there are no centrally mandated vaccine pass requirements. Review your Council policies for access for people without vaccine passes. 

Nominations must be in writing. See legal advice in Appendix 2 which provides an analysis of "in writing". Each electoral officer and/or deputy electoral officer will need to assess the 

risks and make their own decision on how to manage the lodgement of nominations. 

The roll is hardcopy and the public must come into premises to inspect it. 

Candidates must follow the Protection Framework rules for gatherings and events. See Section 2. 

NZ Post has an operational Business Continuity Plan. 

There is scope for extending time periods under ss73 and 74 of the LEA. 
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Stage of Possible election issues 

election 

Postal Voting Some people might not have a reasonable and/or 

equal opportunity to cast their vote - particularly if 

the voter requires assistance to vote (eg in isolation 

and need someone to post their voting papers). 

Special 
Voting 

Extension of 

elections 

Counting 

and 

scrutineers 

Some people might not have a reasonable and/or 

equal opportunity to cast their vote (eg if isolating 

and unable to attend in person) 

Uncertainty is likely if extensions need to be given 

under ss73 or 74 of the LEA 

Risk to public confidence in transparency and the 

adoption of procedures that produce certainty in 

electoral outcomes 

4 Ministry of Health advice to Taituara, 15-9-2021 

Guidance summary 

The last day for posting votes by mail is Tuesday 4 October 2022. There is no guarantee that votes posted after that date will be delivered before the close of voting (midday 8 

October). 

Those who are self-isolating will need assistance from approved family or friends to collect or post their mail. 

Councils should consider providing secure boxes for vote collection (which can operate up until the close of voting): 

Secure council mail or book return slots 

Other suitable locations where secure ballot boxes can be placed e.g. libraries, museums, other council premises 

Consider approaching supermarkets, e.g. Countdown, The Warehouse or other businesses that partner with communities 

Chief executives and electoral officers need to work together to determine how to facilitate a reasonable and equal opportunity for electors to participate whilst protecting the health of 

their staff and communities. See legal advice in Appendix 1. 

Consider utilising postal special voting where possible. 

In person special voting in the red traffic light system may be slower due to capacity limits for inddor public facilities. Consider using more venues or larger venues. Additional staff 

may be required to process in-person special votes. 

As of the time of writing there are no centrally mandated vaccine pass requirements. Review your Council policies for access for people without vaccine passes. 

Have sufficient stocks of protective equipment and hygiene supplies in advance of the voting period. 

If an extension to the elections occurs, discuss regionally the new dates and how each impacted stage of the election wil be managed: 

nominations 

inspection of the roll 

voting 

special voting 

publication of election results 

The electoral providers are able to operate using helath protection measures. Each provider has its own business continuity plan. 

o Electoral providers and councils will need to observe the COVID Framework and hygiene protocols. 

o Staff have to stay home if sick or unwell 

o The electoral providers advise counting can be managed with limited staff in the office 

o Result release expectations may need to be reset if counting is slower than usual 

o Covid risk mitigation procedures need to be provided to JPs and scrutineers along with other routine instructions. 

o Scrutineers are always required to bring their own refreshments 

Licked envelopes 

The virus does not survive long in the envelope environment, after a few minutes to an hour or two, its transmissibility is basically nil. There is a very low risk to workers opening 

postal voting papers. There is no benefit to wearing gloves in this scenario due to the low survivability/transmissibility on paper medium•. 
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Stage of 

election 

Recounts 

Inquiries 

Possible election issues 

Risk to public confidence in having certainty in 

electoral outcomes 

Risk to public confidence in transparency and the 

adoption of procedures that produce certainty in 

electoral outcomes 

Guidance summary 

Recounts can be applied for using normal processes and observing the COVID Protection Framework. 

The courts will be operating, but observing the COVID Protection Framework. 

13
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Our advice
Prepared for Susan Haniel, Senior Advisor, Systems Capability, Taituarā 

Prepared by Kathryn McLean, Jonathan Salter, and Bronwyn Heenan 
(Partner reference: Mike Wakefield) 

Date 15 February 2022 

PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL

Local Government Elections Under the COVID-19 Protection Framework 

Background  1. The COVID-19 Protection Framework (Framework), commonly
known as the Traffic Light System, came into effect on
2 December 2021. The Framework distinguishes between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals, in that a COVID-19
vaccine certificate (CVC) is required to access some services and
businesses.

2. Many councils have a policy to require CVCs for all attendees at
their public facilities.  For many of these facilities, the Framework
does not necessitate CVCs; rather, they are a requirement beyond
the statutory minimum that councils have chosen to opt into, on the
basis of their assessment of health and safety risks.  This memo
focuses on councils who have voluntarily opted into the CVC
system.

3. The next local authority elections are due to occur in October 2022.
Councils usually carry out some limited ‘in person’ voting (or booth
voting1) for the purpose of casting special votes, and often this takes
place in council facilities.  Similarly, the nomination of candidates
often occurs at council facilities (usually at the ‘front counter’).

4. If councils continue to require CVCs for all attendees at their public
facilities, it is possible that some unvaccinated individuals might not
be able to participate in ‘in person’ voting at council facilities, or
deliver nomination forms to the council’s front counter.  Taituarā is
concerned by the possibility of unvaccinated people not having
equal opportunities to vote and participate in elections.

5. We understand that the Department of Internal Affairs is querying
whether councils who have already opted into the CVC system, in
order to address these concerns, might change position and choose
not to opt into CVC requirements (while still complying with the
Framework) for the purpose of in person voting and nominations.

6. You advise that councils have varying levels of enthusiasm for
opting out of CVC requirements.  Careful consideration has gone

1  As described in section 7 of the Local Electoral Regulations 2001. 
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into the development of policies, and many councils are concerned 
that changing policies to opt out, even if just for the election period, 
might well create confusion and concern within their communities. 

Questions and 
Answers 

7. Your particular questions are set out in bold below, followed by our
answers.

Question 1:  How do the democratic principles in local government 
legislation and the requirements in the COVID-19 legislation relate 
to each other?  For instance, does one Act trump the other?  

8. Councils are required to comply with:

(a) the COVID-19 Public Health Response Act 2020 (Response
Act), and the COVID-19 Public Health Response (Protection
Framework) Order 2021 (Order) made under that Act;

(b) the Health and Safety at Work Act 2015 (HSWA);

(c) the Local Electoral Act 2001 (LEA); and

(d) the Local Government Act 2002 (LGA 02).

9. In our view, the obligations in these Act can be read consistently
with one another, meaning councils will need to find a way to
comply with all the relevant obligations in these Acts.

Question 2:  Should councils all opt out of CVC requirements for the 
2022 elections? 

10. Councils will need to address the principle in the LEA that there
should be reasonable and equal opportunity to participate in
elections. This could result in a council changing its initial decision
to opt into the CVC requirements (while still complying with the
Framework) for at least some of their facilities, but it is not a given.
Ultimately, each council will need to make its own determination of
how best to enable reasonable and equal opportunity for everyone
(including the unvaccinated and the immunocompromised) to
participate in elections within the constraints of the Framework.
There is likely to be some variation in practice across councils.

Question 3:  How might ‘equal opportunity’ work in practice?  For 
instance, how could equal opportunity be given to unvaccinated 
voters wanting to cast a special vote?  How could unvaccinated 
candidates wanting to put in their nominations, or hold campaign 
meetings or fundraising events, be given equal opportunity? 

11. Equal opportunity does not necessarily require vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals to have identical opportunities (eg to be
able to use all the same facilities in the same way); it may be
possible to have different controls for vaccinated and unvaccinated
people while still ensuring everyone has equal opportunity to vote
and lodge and accept nominations.
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Question 4:  Where do responsibilities lie between an electoral 
officer and a council’s chief executive in the running of elections?  
Who has responsibility for a council’s policy on CVC requirements? 

12. There is some overlap in the responsibilities of electoral officers and
council chief executives:

(a) an electoral officer will have responsibility for an “official place”
being used for election purposes, and is not obliged to comply
with any directions from the chief executive about how they
conduct the election; but

(b) a chief executive will typically have responsibility for
determining the use of council facilities and health and safety
compliance in those facilities, including determining a council’s
policy on opting in and out of CVC requirements.

13. In practice, electoral officers will need to work with their chief
executive to determine how the election can be delivered safely.
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Reasoning

Question 1: How 
do the 
democratic 
principles in local 
government 
legislation and 
the requirements 
in the COVID-19 
legislation relate 
to each other?  
For instance, 
does one Act 
trump the other? 

14. Councils are required to comply with:2

(a) the Response Act and the Order;

(b) the HSWA;

(c) the LEA; and

(d) the LGA 02.

15. It is helpful to briefly outline councils’ obligations under these
various Acts.

Response Act and Order 

16. The Response Act and Order provide measures for protecting
against COVID-19 in all types of premises.

17. Many council premises, including those where voting and
nomination processes may occur, will constitute “public facilities”
under the Order.3

18. At red and orange settings, the requirements for public facilities are:

(a) keep a contact tracing record;

(b) display a QR code;

(c) ensure people wear face coverings; and

(d) comply with capacity limits calculated based on 1 metre
physical distancing.

2  Councils will also be subject to the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990 (NZBORA).  There is recent case law in relation to 
the NZBORA and the COVID-19 Public Health Response (Vaccinations) Order 2021.  In Four Aviation Security Service 
Employees v Minister of COVID-19 Response [2021] NZHC 3012, the Court held that mandatory vaccine orders limit 
section 11 of NZBORA, and potentially limit section 19, on the basis that vaccine mandates could constitute discrimination 
on the basis of illness, disability, or potentially religious beliefs.   
However, in GF v Minister of COVID-19 Response [2021] NZHC 2526 (24 September 2021) the plaintiff claimed that it was 
unlikely that the COVID-19 Response Minister was satisfied the COVID-19 Public Health Response (Vaccinations) Order 
2021 did not limit NZBORA rights or that it was a justified limitation on those rights.  In this instance, the High Court held that 
where the Vaccinations Order limited a person’s rights under NZBORA to refuse medical treatment and to be free from 
discrimination, the benefits of requiring vaccination outweighed any discrimination and the limitation was proportional and 
justified.  Similarly, in Four Midwives and NZDSOS Inc and NZTSOS v Minister for COVID-19 Response Minister and 
Attorney General [2021] NZHC 3064 (12 November 2021), it was also claimed the COVID-19 Public Health Response 
(Vaccinations) Order 2021 was not legally valid because it was inconsistent with NZBORA rights. This application for judicial 
review was declined.  We have not considered the application of the NZBORA further in this case as it is beyond the scope 
of your instructions. 

3  See clause 5(1) of the Order. 
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19. Councils are not required under the Order to mandate CVCs for
entry to their public facilities.4

HSWA obligations 

20. Section 36 of HSWA sets out the primary duty of care for persons
conducting a business or undertaking (PCBUs). PCBUs are to
ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, the health and safety of
workers and other persons in relation to the business or
undertaking. The risk of infection and transmission of COVID-19 is a
risk that PCBUs must seek to eliminate or, if not possible, minimise
to an acceptable level.

LEA obligations 

21. Section 4 of the LEA sets out principles relevant to elections.
Importantly, the principle in section 4(1)(b) provides that:

(b) all qualified persons have a reasonable and
equal opportunity to—

(i) cast an informed vote:

(ii) nominate 1 or more candidates:

(iii) accept nomination as a candidate:

22. Under section 4(2), both councils and electoral officers are obliged
to take this principle into account in making any decisions under the
LEA or any other enactment, but only in “so far as is practicable in
the circumstances”.

23. Section 4(3) clarifies that section 4 does not override any other
provision the LEA or any other enactment.

LGA 02 obligations 

24. A council’s chief executive is responsible, under section 42(2)(da) of
the LGA 02, for “facilitating and fostering representative and
substantial elector participation in elections” held under the LEA.
This is a factor that the chief executive must consider when he or
she is determining their council’s position on any council facility that
is to be used for an election-related purpose.

Relationship between the Acts 

25. Two of these Acts include particular provisions that indicate whether
or not the Act concerned takes precedence over other legislation:

4  This assumes that the facilities are not currently being used for an “event” or “gathering”, in which case the Order will apply 
differently. 
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(a) Section 4(3) of the LEA provides that the LEA does not
override any other enactment, which, on its face, suggests that
other legislation may prevail over the LEA.

(b) Section 13(1)(a) of the Response Act provides that an order
made under that Act may not be held invalid just because it is
inconsistent with any other enactment relevant to the subject
matter of the order.  Converse to section 4(3), this provision
suggests that orders will prevail over other legislation.  Case
law on section 13(1)(a) makes clear that other legislation may
provide context for interpreting orders, but cannot require
orders to be read down.5

26. In addition to these particular ‘ranking’ provisions, there is also a
general statutory interpretation principle that a more specific piece
of legislation will override an earlier more general piece of
legislation.6  Applying this principle to the current scenario would
suggest that the specific requirements in the Response Act and
Order would override the more general obligations in the LEA,
LGA 02, and HSWA.

27. Importantly, these types of ranking provisions in legislation, and the
statutory interpretation principle mentioned, will come into effect
only where there is a clear inconsistency or conflict between the
relevant pieces of legislation.7  In general, courts will look for an
interpretation that gives effect to all the relevant pieces of
legislation, before it will resort to finding that such an inconsistency
or conflict exists.8

28. In our view, there is no clear inconsistency between the obligations
in the LEA, LGA 02, HSWA, and the Response Act and Order.
Rather, it seems to us that the Acts can be interpreted consistently
with one another – the obligations in the HSWA, LEA, and LGA 02
are sufficiently broad that they can accommodate the more specific
requirements in the Response Act and Order.

29. In practice, the Response Act and Order provide minimum
requirements that must be complied with, beyond which a council
can determine how their HSWA, LEA and LGA 02 obligations are to
be complied with in the context of that council’s particular
circumstances.

Question 2:  
Should councils 
all opt out of CVC 
requirements for 

30. As mentioned, many councils have chosen to require CVCs to gain
access to their public facilities, even though this may not be required
under the Order.

5 See Four Midwives v Minister For COVID-19 Response [2021] NZHC 3064, and Four Aviation Security Service Employees 
v Minister of Covid-19 Response [2021] NZHC 3012. 

6 See the discussion of this principle (called ‘generalia specialibus non derogant’) at pages 622-625 of Burrows and Carter 
Statute Law in New Zealand, Ross Carter, 2021 (6th edition). 

7 See the discussion of “ranking words” in legislation at pages 601-605 of Burrows and Carter Statute Law in New Zealand, 
Ross Carter, 2021 (6th edition). 

8 For instance, see Re Silver Brothers Ltd [1932] AC 514 (PC), at page 523. 
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the 2022 
elections? 

31. However, in applying this position to any council facility that is to be
used for in person voting or nomination purposes, councils have an
additional requirement that they must take into account – the
principle in section 4(1)(b) of the LEA of providing reasonable and
equal opportunity to participate in elections.

32. In addition, a council’s chief executive take into account their
responsibility in section 42(2)(da) of the LGA 02.  This requires them
to ensure that they are “facilitating and fostering representative and
substantial elector participation in elections” held under the LEA.

33. In our opinion, in determining their position on opting into (and
potentially changing that decision and opting back out of) CVC
requirements, councils must consider how they will accommodate
reasonable and equal opportunity to participate in elections.  While
none of the Acts discussed above necessarily override one another,
the principle in section 4(1)(b) has a constitutional flavour and, as
public sector organisations, councils should exert themselves to
ensure that they do not offend against it.

34. There are a multitude of issues that councils will need to consider in
determining how to satisfy the LEA and LGA 02 requirements.  For
instance, they will need to take into account the use and
characteristics of each of their facilities, the level of vaccination and
vulnerability in their communities, and the alternatives to using
council facilities.

35. While councils will need to accommodate participation by
unvaccinated individuals, it will also need to address participation by
others.  In particular, councils will need to consider those people in
their communities who have particular vulnerabilities, eg the
immunocompromised.

36. Depending on its circumstances, it may be open to a council to
determine that a decision to opt back out of the CVC requirements,
for the purposes of an election, is appropriate.  Some councils might
reasonably take the view that opting back out of the CVC
requirements would better enable unvaccinated people to
participate in special voting and the nomination process.

37. For completeness, we suggest that a decision to change the CVC
status of a facility should be supported by the council’s health and
safety risk assessment, as part of which the council would need to
consider whether any additional controls are required to minimise
the risk to an acceptable level under HSWA for all people likely to
be present at the facilities.

38. Although a council could legitimately decide to change its original
decision to opt into CVC status for facilities that are to be used for in
person voting and nominations, it is not a given that every council
will determine that this is the best course of action for that council.
Approaches will almost certainly vary across the country.
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39. Ultimately, each council will need to make its own determination of
how best to enable reasonable and equal opportunity for everyone
to participate in elections, within the constraints of the Framework.

Question 3:  How 
might ‘equal 
opportunity’ work 
in practice?  For 
instance, how 
could equal 
opportunity be 
given to 
unvaccinated 
voters wanting to 
cast a special 
vote?  How could 
unvaccinated 
candidates 
wanting to put in 
their 
nominations, or 
hold campaign 
meetings or 
fundraising 
events, be given 
equal 
opportunity? 

40. In our opinion, while the principle in section 4(1)(b) of the LEA
provides for “equal opportunity”, this does not necessarily mean
identical facilities must be provided to both vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals.  Unvaccinated individuals will not
necessarily be entitled to use the same facilities as vaccinated
individuals in the same way.

41. We consider it will be open to councils to impose different controls
for vaccinated and unvaccinated people where this is necessary to
ensure compliance with the Framework and HSWA obligations.

42. Where such differences are justified, councils will need to satisfy
themselves that the overall result is that everyone, vaccinated or not
(including the immunocompromised), still has a reasonable
opportunity to vote in person and to participate in nominations.

43. In making these decisions, councils should bear in mind that there is
some risk of potential discrimination claims. We note the Human
Rights Act 1993 prohibits discrimination in access to places.
Section 42(1) states that it is unlawful for any person to refuse to
allow any other person access or use of any place which members
of the public are entitled or allowed to enter or use, or to refuse the
use of any facilities which are available to members of the public, on
the basis of a prohibited ground of discrimination.  It is also unlawful
to require any person to leave or cease to use that place or those
facilities.9

Voting in person 

44. For context, councils have generally adopted postal voting, and the
vast majority of people cast their vote in this way.  It is only special
votes that may be made in person.  For completeness, it is also an
option for special votes to be executed through the post.  Electronic
voting is not permitted for any council election, special voting or
otherwise.

45. Councils can of course legitimately encourage special voters to, as
much as possible, use remote mechanisms to cast their vote.  For
instance, provided sufficient time is available, the postal option for
special votes could be used.  Council could also investigate other

9  The prohibited grounds of discrimination are listed in section 21 of the Human Rights Act 1993. The grounds include religious 
belief and disability. To establish disability, the individual would likely need a medical exemption obtained from the 
Ministry of Health through their centralised process. We understand that the exemption process is quite stringent, with 
restricted clinical criteria for granting an exemption, the availability of alternative vaccines, and a limited duration for 
exemptions of 6 months. To establish religious belief, the individual would likely need to belong to a religion that is accepted 
to oppose vaccination. Based on our research, we are only aware of two religions which openly discourage vaccination 
(Church of Christ, Scientist and the Dutch Reformed Church). Neither of these religions are predominant in New Zealand. 
Therefore, it is unlikely an individual could easily establish a discrimination claim on grounds of religious belief or disability.  
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alternatives, such as installing secure drop-boxes in areas that can 
be accessed by everyone, vaccinated or not. 

46. While people might be encouraged to use such remote
mechanisms, we query whether they can always effectively replace
in person options if ‘reasonable and equal opportunity’ is to be
achieved.  Special voting through the post will have its issues – it
would not easily allow for addressing some of the ‘last minute’
problems that can arise (for instance, when voters discover they are
not on the roll or that their details are incorrect).  In these
circumstances, voters need a way of obtaining the necessary forms,
and returning them within a relatively short timeframe.

47. Councils should, therefore, consider what options they have for
unvaccinated people wanting to cast a special vote in person.  We
expect that there are various ways this might be accommodated.

48. As mentioned already, a council might decide to opt back out of
CVC requirements for facilities that are to be used for in person
voting, perhaps just for the three week voting period.  In these
situations, councils will need to consider how voting can be carried
out as safely as possible for everyone concerned.

49. For example, a council facility may be sufficiently spacious to enable
physical distancing and with good air flow so that vaccinated and
unvaccinated people are permitted to use the same spaces and
voting booths.  Alternatively, for other facilities it may be more
appropriate to establish separate spaces for those with a CVC and
for those who do not wish to present one, ideally with separate
entrances and exits to prevent intermingling.

50. Not every council will have adopted CVC requirements for every
single one of their public facilities.  For councils who have some
facilities not subject to CVC requirements, they should consider
whether any of these facilities are suitable, or can be adapted, for in
person voting.

51. Councils can of course also consider alternative venues to their
public facilities.  We understand that some councils already enable
voting at places like supermarkets and open air markets.  Some
also use mobile polling places that can be present in any public
place or even have a drive-through voting service.  These sorts of
creative options could help ensure in person voting is available to
everyone.

Nominations 

52. We have advised Taituarā in separate advice that nomination forms,
and nominees’ consent and certification, are generally required to
be provided in hard-copy form.  Unfortunately, the LEA does not
clearly permit electronic nominations.  As discussed in that advice, it
would be helpful for councils if legislative amendments could be
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pursued to clearly authorise electronic nominations in the 2022 
election. 

53. As with in person voting, councils can of course encourage
nominations to be carried out remotely, such as through the post or
via secure drop boxes.  Unvaccinated persons wanting to participate
in nominations could also consider whether there is anyone who can
drop documents off for them to facilities where CVC requirements
are in place.

54. Councils will need to give consideration to how unvaccinated people
wanting to participate in nominations may do this in person, if none
of the remote options are reasonably available to them.  For some
councils, this could potentially continue to be done at a council’s
‘front desk’, but it seems more likely that an electoral officer might
need to establish a dedicated space, with a dedicated entrance, in
which this could occur during the four week nominations period.

55. As with in person voting, councils might also want to consider some
creative alternatives to its public facilities.  For instance, a mobile
nomination facility that can operate in an open public space might
be an option.  If resources are under pressure, councils could look
at providing such additional services on just the last day of the
nomination period (given this is typically the main day on which
nominations are filed).

Campaign meetings and fundraising events 

56. In terms of unvaccinated candidates wanting to hold campaign
meetings or fundraising events, this is something that the candidate
will themselves need to resolve.

57. Councils are not obliged to facilitate such events and if a council
were to hire out their public facilities for exclusive use, “event” or
“gathering” requirements under the Protection Framework Order
would likely apply.

58. Notably, the principle in section 4(1)(b) of the LEA concerns only the
opportunity to cast a vote and participate in the nomination process,
and does not extend to campaign meetings and fundraising events.

Question 4:  
Where do 
responsibilities 
lie between an 
electoral officer 
and a council’s 
chief executive in 
the running of 
elections?  Who 
has 
responsibility for 
a council’s policy 

59. There is overlap in the responsibilities of electoral officers and
council chief executives.  The various responsibilities of each party
are outlined below.

Electoral officers’ responsibilities 

60. Electoral officers are responsible for conducting the election.  This
will necessarily involve them managing any “official place” under the
LEA, which is any place at which there are opportunities or facilities
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on CVC 
requirements? 

for voting and also for lodging nominations.10  Electoral officers will 
also engage and supervise elections officers, who will direct 
members of the public who come into an “official place”. 

61. Electoral officers do not, however, have any statutory entitlement to
use council facilities for the purposes of conducting an election,
although, in practice, this is what overwhelmingly occurs.  The
regime in the LEA would appear to permit voting and the filing of
nominations to occur on non-council premises that have been
secured by the electoral officer.

62. As a result, electoral officers’ use of council facilities will be limited
to the terms granted to them by the chief executive and council.
The chief executive could reasonably require the electoral officer to
use council facilities in a manner consistent with council’s health
and safety policies and obligations.

63. However, the LEA expressly provides for the independence of
electoral officers.  Section 14(1) states that an electoral officer is not
subject to the directions of the council “in the exercise of powers or
the carrying out of duties under this Act or regulations made under
this Act”.  In essence, a chief executive cannot direct an electoral
officer as to how they run the election.

Chief executives’ responsibilities 

64. A chief executive is usually responsible for all operational decisions,
including those concerning council facilities.  These responsibilities
include compliance with council’s duties under the HSWA.
Typically, the council delegates authority for such matters to the
chief executive as part of their general delegations.

65. As a result, it is likely that the chief executive will be responsible for
determining a council’s policy on CVC requirements at council’s
public facilities, and whether they should opt out of such
requirements for facilities that are to be used for in person voting
and nominations.  They will also likely have authority to determine
whether they will permit an electoral officer to use council facilities at
all.

66. It is possible that, for some councils, elected members may wish to
express a view or provide direction to the chief executive on these
matters.  They should, however, take care when it comes to
elections.  For instance, vaccinated elected members who make it
difficult for unvaccinated people to file nomination forms could be
perceived as trying to improve their own chances of re-election.
Similarly, elected members who are perceived as trying to create
problems for unvaccinated people to vote might also face criticism.
It seems to us that such operational matters on elections are
probably better left to the chief executive.

10  See the definition of “official place” in section 5 of the LEA.  The term "official place" is used in section 143 of the LEA, 
providing that regulations may address the management of official places. 
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67. In addition to having responsibility for operational decisions at
council facilities, chief executives will also have election
responsibilities.  They must have an electoral officer in place at all
times,11 and provide sufficient funding to the electoral officer to
enable them to effectively carry out their duties under the LEA.  As
mentioned, section 42(2)(da) of the LGA 02 provides that the chief
executive is responsible for facilitating substantial elector
participation in elections, and section 4(1)(b) of the LEA requires
them to take account of ‘reasonable and equal opportunity’ to
participate in elections in making any statutory decisions.

Finding a practical way forward 

68. In practice, electoral officers will need to work with their chief
executive to determine how the 2022 election can be delivered
safely.

69. Assuming some form of ‘in person’ attendance is provided, this
might be achieved by opting out of the CVC requirements in the
Framework in relation to those council facilities being used for in
person voting and nominations.  Alternatively, it might be achieved
by the chief executive agreeing to provide additional funding to
enable an electoral officer to pursue feasible alternatives (eg
providing a secure drop-box, establishing additional facilities etc.))
for the purpose of carrying out their LEA duties.

70. We acknowledge this might in some cases be a difficult issue for
electoral officers to navigate.  They may be put in a position where
they need to assert that the principle in section 4(1)(b) needs to be
given effect in a council decision that is largely determined by the
chief executive.  While they are given statutory independence under
the LEA in terms of their duties under that Act, the reality is that they
are also an employee of the chief executive and dependent on the
council for their funding.  That said, we trust that chief executives
will be mindful of their obligations in the LEA and LGA 02 to help
ensure fair elections, and will work constructively with electoral
officers for this purpose.

Please call or 
email to discuss 
any aspect of this 
advice 

Kathryn McLean
Senior Associate 

+64 4 924 3504
+64 21 221 4536
kathryn.mclean@simpsongrierson.com

Jonathan Salter 
Special Counsel 

+64 4 924 3419
+64 21 480 955
jonathan.salter@simpsongrierson.com

11  Section 12(1) of the LEA. 
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PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL

Can nominations for candidacy be provided electronically? 

Background Local body general elections will occur in October this year.  In light of 
the rapidly evolving Covid-19 pandemic, Taituarā are considering how 
particular aspects of such elections can be conducted.  

One mechanism that could help ensure elections are conducted more 
safely would be to use electronic nominations (ie nomination forms being 
scanned and sent by email, or forms completed electronically).  This 
practice would reduce the likelihood of people attending premises in 
person and also help ensure unvaccinated people have the opportunity to 
participate in the nominations process (given they may not always be 
able to attend all council premises).  

You have advised that there is some inconsistency in the sector on this 
issue – while a large number of councils have been accepting electronic 
nominations for previous elections, there is also a large number of 
councils that do not consider them to be acceptable. 

Question You want to know whether, under the Local Electoral Act 2001 (LEA), 
nominations for candidacy can be provided electronically, or whether 
such nominations need to be provided in hard copy. 

Answer While the legislation is not entirely clear, the prudent interpretation is that 
nominations for candidacy must be provided in hard copy, not 
electronically. 

This outcome may be somewhat problematic for councils.  Taituarā could 
therefore ask the Department of Internal Affairs (DIA) to consider seeking 
an amendment to the LEA to enable electronic nominations from the 
2022 elections. 

Page

Summary This is because:

 Section 55 of the LEA and regulation 25 of the Local
Electoral Regulations 2001 (LER) require that nominations
be provided “in writing”, suggesting that the necessary
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documents must be hard copy, and be provided by post or 
in person. 

 An exception to this requirement is provided for nominees
who are outside of New Zealand, but not otherwise.

 Part 4 of the Contract and Commercial Law Act 2017
(CCLA), which generally permits written information to be
electronic, does not apply to the LEA.

 The definition of “official document” in the LEA, which
appears to accommodate electronic documents, does not
override the requirement in section 55 of the LEA or
regulation 25 of the LER.

 Not allowing electronic nomination forms may be
problematic, indicating Taituarā should ask DIA to consider
seeking an amendment to the LEA to enable electronic
nominations for the 2022 elections.

5

5

6

7
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Reasoning explained

Requirement for 
nominations to 
be provided “in 
writing”, 
suggests that a 
hard copy is 
needed

1. The process for the nomination of candidates is set out in section 55
of the LEA and regulation 25 of the LER.

2. Section 55 states (emphasis added through underlining):

55    Nomination of candidates

(1) Any 2 electors who are qualified to nominate a candidate may
nominate a person who is qualified to be a candidate as a candidate at
an election—

(a) in the prescribed manner; and
(b) before 12 noon on nomination day (the close of nominations).

(2) An electoral officer must not accept the nomination of a candidate
unless—

(a) the person nominated, by notice in writing, consents to
nomination and certifies that he or she is qualified to be a
candidate under section 25 and is not disqualified under section
58; and

(b) the person nominated is qualified to be a candidate; and

(ba) each of the persons who nominated the candidate are persons 
other than the candidate; and

(c) the persons who nominated the candidate are qualified to
nominate the candidate; and

(d) the nomination complies with subsections (1) and (4); and

(e) the electoral officer receives the deposit prescribed for the
applicable class of elections; and

(f) the electoral officer receives the following together:
(i) the nomination paper required by subsection (1):
(ii) the consent and certification required by paragraph (a):
(iii) the deposit required by paragraph (e).

(3) The consent and certification required by subsection (2)(a) may be
given in a manner other than in writing that is approved by the electoral
officer, if the person nominated is outside New Zealand.

(4) A nomination under subsection (1) must state—

(a) the name under which the candidate is seeking election:

(b) any organisation or group with which the candidate claims to be
affiliated for the purposes of identifying that affiliation in the
voting documents at the election:

(c) whether or not a candidate who does not claim any affiliation
referred to in paragraph (b) wishes to be identified in the voting
documents at the election as an independent candidate.
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(5) Any person may inspect any nomination or consent without payment of
any fee at any time during ordinary office hours at the office of the
electoral officer.

3. Regulation 25 of the LER, which provides the prescription referred
to in section 55(1)(a), states (emphasis added through underlining):

25 Nomination of candidates 

(1) Every nomination of a person as a candidate at an election must be in
writing.

(2) Every nomination must be addressed to the electoral officer, be dated,
and state the following:
(a) the full name and address of the candidate; and
(b) the office for which the candidate is standing; and
(c) how the candidate complies with the candidate qualification

requirements set out in section 25 of the Act; and
(d) the full names and addresses of the 2 electors who are making

the nomination; and
(e) in the case of an election for a local government area, the name

of the local government area; and
(f) in the case of an election for a subdivision, the name of that

subdivision; and
(g) the matters required by section 55(4) of the Act.

(3) The amount of the deposit that must accompany each nomination
under section 55(2) of the Act is, in every class of election, $200,
inclusive of GST.

(4) The electoral officer must give a receipt in writing for every nomination
that he or she receives. The receipt does not constitute an
acknowledgement that the nomination is in order.

4. Our overall impression from reading section 55 and regulation 25 is
that the nomination form, and the consent and certification form, are
expected to be hard-copy documents, which will be provided in
person or through the post, along with the required deposit.

5. More particularly, section 55 and regulation 25 require various
aspects of the nomination process (i.e. the nomination form, the
consent and certification, and the electoral officer’s receipt) to be “in
writing”.  On its face, the meaning of the term “in writing” is not
entirely clear, and might possibly include electronic documents.1

6. However, the definition of the term “writing” in the Legislation Act
2019 provides guidance on how “in writing” should be interpreted in
section 55 and regulation 25:2

writing means representing or reproducing words, figures, or 
symbols in a visible and tangible form and medium (for example, in 
print) (but see Part 4 of the Contract and Commercial Law Act 
2017, which provides for meeting written requirements by electronic 

1 For completeness, we have not identified any case law on section 55 or regulation 25.
2 Section 13 of the Legislation Act 2019. 
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means).

7. The requirement that “writing” be in a “tangible form and medium”
strongly suggests the need for hard-copy documents.  The
reference to the CCLA in the final parentheses of the definition
confirms that “writing” does not generally accommodate electronic
documents.  (We discuss the CCLA3 regime further below.)

8. Overall, while the LEA and LER are not explicitly clear on this point,
we consider that the preferred interpretation of section 55 and
regulation 25 is that nominations from a person in New Zealand
should be provided in hard-copy, and not in electronic form.

An exception is 
provided for 
nominees who 
are outside of 
New Zealand, but 
not otherwise

9. As mentioned above, section 55(3) provides that a nominee’s
consent and certification can be given in a form other than “in
writing” where the nominee is outside New Zealand.

10. The implication of section 55(3) is that nominees who are outside
New Zealand may be given some leniency by electoral officers (for
instance, they could perhaps provide nominations electronically),
but that this leniency cannot be extended to those nominees who
are in New Zealand.

11. Section 55(3) appears to confirm the expectation that, for nominees
who are in New Zealand, consent and certification should be by way
of hard-copy documents, sent by post or delivered in person.

CCLA regime 
does not apply 

12. As mentioned, the definition of “writing” in the Legislation Act refers
readers to Part 4 of the CCLA regime, “which provides for meeting
written requirements by electronic means”.

13. The purpose of Part 4 of the CCLA is to facilitate the use of
electronic technology by reducing uncertainty about the legal effect
of information in an electronic form, and by providing that certain
paper-based legal requirements may be met by using electronic
technology.4

14. Subpart 3 of Part 4 of the CCLA deals with the application of legal
requirements to electronic transactions.  It includes a particular
section which provides that legal requirements for information to be
“in writing” can be met by having information in electronic form.5  On
its face, this provision could potentially support the provision of
nominations in electronic form, rather than hard copy.

15. The difficulty, however, is that the LEA is one of the handful of
enactments that is excluded in its entirety from Subpart 3, Part 4 of

3 It replaces (with virtually identical provisions) the Electronic Transactions Act 2002, with effect from 1 September 2017.
4 See section 207 of the CCLA.
5 See section 222 of the CCLA.
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the CCLA.6  Accordingly, the provisions that would otherwise enable 
providing written information electronically cannot apply to 
nominations under the LEA.

16. For completeness, section 211 of the CCLA states:

Validity of information

To avoid doubt, information is not denied legal effect solely because it:
(a) is in electronic form or is in an electronic communication;
(b) is referred to in an electronic communication that is intended to give

rise to that legal effect.

17. Section 211 is in Subpart 2 of Part 4, not Subpart 3, and so escapes
the exclusion that applies to the LEA.

18. Despite this, section 211 provides no real assistance in the case of
electronic nominations.  In our opinion, it is extremely unlikely that
the general clarification provided by section 211 would override the
more specific requirements in section 55 and regulation 25.  Further,
to allow an “avoidance of doubt” provision to override the specific
exclusion of subpart 3 of Part 4 would be to defeat, not advance, the
purpose of the CCLA.

Definition of 
“official 
document” in 
LEA does not 
override the 
requirements in 
section 55 and 
regulation 25

19. In forming our opinion, we have also considered the LEA definition
of “official document”, which is:7

official document includes any facsimile, electronic document, or 
electronic message created or transmitted by or to an electoral 
officer or other electoral official under the Act or regulations made 
under this Act.

20. The term “official document” is used in just five sections in the LEA:

 section 15 provides that one of the general duties of an
electoral officer is to receive ordinary and special votes and
other official documents;

 section 18 also provides for electoral officers to receive
ordinary and special votes and other official documents when
conducting an election or poll in conjunction with another
election or poll;

 section 123 sets out various offences in relation to any voting
document or other official document used at an election or
poll;

 section 137 provides that property in voting documents and

6 See section 218(2)(b), and Part 1 of Schedule 5, of the CCLA.  Part 1 of Schedule 5 lists only seven Acts and Regulations 
as worthy of full exclusion from the CCLA regime.  These include legislation concerning citizens initiated referenda, and 
elections for central government, local government, and the Fish and Game Council.

7 Section 5 of the LEA. 
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other official documents rests with the electoral officer; and

 section 143 sets out regulation-making powers, which
include regulating the handling and processing of voting
documents and other official documents.

21. Notably, “official document” is not used in section 55 of the LEA or
regulation 25 of the LER.  Therefore, while it is at least arguable that
a nomination is an “official document”, we do not consider that this
definition overrides the other indications in section 55 or
regulation 25.

22. In our opinion, the definition does no more than provide that official
documents that can legitimately be electronic are caught within the
definition.  It cannot have the effect of extending the kinds of
documents that may be electronic.

Not allowing 
electronic 
nomination forms 
may be 
problematic, and 
Taituarā should 
ask DIA to 
consider seeking 
a legislative 
amendment 

23. We appreciate that our preferred interpretation, which requires
nomination documents to be hard-copy, may not provide a
particularly helpful outcome.

24. One obvious problem is that our advice is likely to be inconsistent
with the practice of a number of councils that have allowed
nomination documents to be provided by email for previous
elections.

25. While it seems unlikely that allowing electronic nominations could
provide a basis for successfully challenging an election,8 the
possibility of a challenge and the uncertainty that creates will no
doubt be troubling for councils.

26. For what it is worth, we struggle to see a compelling reason for why
nominations might not reasonably be done electronically.  While
there might be a small risk that someone might try to somehow
abuse the process (eg falsify a nominee’s consent) through
electronic means, this risk still exists in the case of hard-copy
documents also.

27. Aside from inconsistency with some councils’ practice, the more
immediate problem with our preferred interpretation is the risks it
may create in terms of the Covid pandemic.  Electronic nominations
would likely help councils manage Covid-related risks.  Notably,
they should help ensure fewer people attend council offices in
person, reducing risks for all people in these facilities.  They should
also help ensure that people who are unvaccinated get an equal
opportunity to participate in the nominations process (given they will
not be able to visit council offices where vaccine passport

8 Section 99 of the LEA provides that an election must not be declared void on the ground of an irregularity in any of the 
proceedings preliminary to the voting, provided that the irregularity did not affect the result of the election.  Accordingly, in 
our view, it would be necessary to show that an electronic nomination (as opposed to a hard-copy nomination) somehow 
affected the result of the election, in order for it to provide a basis for invalidation.  There may, of course, be scope to argue 
the interpretation of section 99, as we are not aware of any case law that specifically addresses this aspect of section 99.
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requirements are in place).  Candidates who are self-isolating or 
unwell may also welcome the option of being able to provide the 
relevant documents electronically. 

28. In these circumstances, Taituarā should ask DIA to consider
seeking a legislative amendment to enable electronic nominations,
starting from the 2022 elections.  Obviously, it will be up to DIA to
determine what form of legislative amendment is most appropriate.
One option might be to amend just regulation 25 in the LER, or they
might want a more fulsome change to both the LER and LEA.
Alternatively, if the change is to apply to the 2022 elections only, the
DIA might wish to consider whether an Order in Council under the
Epidemic Preparedness Act 2006 is feasible.

Please call or 
email to discuss 
any aspect of this 
advice

Kathryn McLean
Senior Associate

+64 4 924 3504
+64 21 221 4536
kathryn.mclean@simpsongrierson.com

Jonathan Salter
Special Counsel

+64 4 924 3419
+64 21 480 955
jonathan.salter@simpsongrierson.com
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Appendix 3: Sample Checklist 

Electoral stage Implementation options P Notes 
Planning Procurement of supplies: 

• Allow extra time for delivery due to

international shipping delays from COVID-19

disruptions

Ensure funding is planned for: 

• Rapid Antigen Tests

• Hire/booking of CVC opt-out premises for:

o nominations

o voting

• Hire/booking of CVC opt-in premises for:

o nominations

o voting

• additional staff for:

o nominations

o voting

• face masks

• screens

• pens
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Electoral stage Implementation options P Notes 

• hand sanitiser

• Cleaning/disinfecting

• Gloves (as required)

• distancing stickers/ropes (as required)

• council website elections page designed to

provide all information that  candidates and

voters will need

• Public notices available on website. Ensure

there is a link from the homepage to council’s

public notices

• communications as applicable, e.g. radio,

social media, newspapers, TV

Nominations Promotion of election on council website 

• Consider targeting of communities that are

not so well represented

Communications about nominations: 

• Council website (web page is easy to find

from homepage)

• Social media

• Other channels

Inspection of the roll Make arrangements for a secondary venue where the 
roll can be inspected, ie. at an appropriate essential 
service nearby council 
Communications on where the roll can be inspected: 
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Electoral stage Implementation options P Notes 

• Information can made available via council

website.

• Web page is easy to find from home page

• Use social media and other channels as

needed.

Campaigning Communications to candidates on campaigning 
under the Protection Framework 

• process made available via council website.

• Web page is easy to find from home page

• Use social media and other channels as

necessary.

Council promotion of 
elections for voters 

Use council website to provide basic information 
about: 

• The candidates

• Māori wards

• How to vote

Voting period Communications on: 

• where ballots can be dropped off, eg in

council drop boxes/book/mail return slots

• last day to post a vote to ensure it arrives in

time

• Information about premises - opt-in and opt-

out
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Electoral stage Implementation options P Notes 
Extension of elections If an extension to the elections occurs, discuss 

regionally the new dates and how each impacted 
stage of the election wil be managed: 

• nominations

• inspection of the roll

• voting

• special voting

• publication of election results

Counting Communications for scrutineers about the Protection 
Framework process on council website 
Email scrutineers information about COVID-19 risk 
mitigation measures along with other routine 
instructions  
Scanning/ sign in available 
Scanning of CVC passess available (if needed) 
Distancing (as required) 
Gloves (as required) 
Masks 
Ventilation 
Clean/disinfect shared surfaces regularly 
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1 Objectives 

The objective of this document is to provide a high level summary of the actions required to continue 
business in the event of a disaster where Datam sites are not able to operate business as usual 
(BAU). 

Services covered in this document include; 
 Data Processing
 Print and Mail Services
 Digital Archive Services (V Retrieve)
 Email Services (V Post)
 SMS (Message Hub)
 Votext election software
 Other Archive

2  Considerations 

The following have been considered in the preparation of this guide: 

 Equipment Failure
 Building Failure
 Essential Services Failure

o Network
o Electrical Supply
o Water Supply

 Fire
 Hurricane
 Electrical Storms
 Earthquakes
 Flood
 Tornado
 Snowstorm
 Subsidence and Landslides
 Contamination and Environmental Hazards
 Epidemic/Pandemic

3  Mission Critical Services 

The following sections group the ‘mission critical’ activities by Datam tool sets; applications and 
services, which are deemed critical by Datam for job processing continuity.  

3.1 Datam Multi-Channel Communications 

3.1.1 Data Composition 

 The ‘Inspire’ composition platform is well supported (Quadient for software and
DDS-IT as the current infrastructure vendor).  All production jobs and
configurations are copied to DR servers in Melbourne as part of ongoing BCP
preparedness.

3.1.2 Digital Archive 

 VRetrieve is the Datam hosted archive in which customers store images of
correspondence.  The production VR site is hosted in Sydney and has a DR site
in Melbourne.
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3.1.3 Emails - VPost 

 VPost is an externally hosted (Cumulo9) application that generates emails to
customers.  Datam sends formatted data to Cumulo9 from the Inspire platform.

3.1.4 SMS – Message Hub 

 SMS Message Hub is a serverless application hosted using the MS Azure
environment.  This service coordinates the file transfer and reporting of batched
message files and utilises an API gateway provided by Bulletin for the sending of
SMS messages.

3.1.5 Print and Mail Processing Services 

Datam has developed print output to be portable across printer platforms.  Work can be 
transferred between printers and across production sites instantly.  Correspondingly, mail 
insertion equipment is replicated in both Christchurch and Auckland.  This parallel model 
enables greater flexibility when managing peak production periods and ensures a robust 
BCP capability.  Both sites have: 

 Identical inkjet roll-fed printers (Intellijet 20) in both Christchurch and Auckland
productions sites

 Colour and black printing cut sheet capability in both sites
 Pitney Bowes mail inserters with SmartMail capability and Print Plus Messenger

options
 Manual inserting capability
 Standard operating procedures replicated across both sites

3.1.6 Votext (Election document management software) 

Votext is hosted in the MS Azure Sydney environment and the appropriate BCP is in 
place to ensure the hosted application continues to run (Melbourne). 

Votext is agnostic in terms of print platforms i.e. election document print files can be 
directed to alternative platforms should print production be diverted to support business 
continuance. 

4 Strategic Vendors 

Datam is supported by strategic vendors in various contractual and support roles. These vendors 
have in place appropriate BCP activities to support Datam during times of disruption.  

5  Data Security and Back ups 

5.1 Backups 

Datam data and software is backed up daily for incremental back up and on a weekly and monthly 
basis for a full back up. This is done within the MS Azure platform. 

Cycles and Retentions 

Cycle Retention 
Daily 7 days 
Weekly 5 weeks 
Monthly 3 Months 
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6 Locations 

Datam Sites 18 Pukekiwiriki Place, Highbrook, East Tamaki, Auckland 2013 
10 Sir William Pickering Place, Christchurch, 8053 
Level 1, 15-17 Kings Crescent, Lower Hutt, 5010 

NZ Post Head Office 7 Waterloo Quay, Pipitea, Wellington 6011 

Data Centres MS Azure, Castlereagh St, Sydney 
MS Azure, Elizabeth St, Melbourne 

7 Disaster Definitions 

Datam has classified potential BCP situations into four events. Events 1 and 2 are handled on a local 
basis with escalations as required to the appropriate Datam team managers and the Datam 
leadership team. 

Events 3 and 4 are addressed on a NZ Post Group national basis. A Datam Event 3 or 4 BCP 
situation will link into the NZ Post Group Crisis Management Plan.   

Link to the Crisis Management Plan: 
Get ready and check the NZP Crisis Management Plan 

Definitions Table 

BCP Event Definition 

1 Single point of failure (being a process and/or equipment failure) 

2 
Single / Multiple points of failure or complete department function outage where an 
outage lasts more than 8 hours 

3 Site down 18 hours or greater 

4 
Ashes and ruins – the premises become uninhabitable for reasons of structural 
stability and/or loss of essential services (power, water) and/or epidemic (health) 
and/or contamination (environmental hazards) 
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8  Event 1 and 2 Response Teams 

8.1 Datam 

These events will be managed locally and comprise all or some of the following people, depending 
upon the location:  

 National manager, mail house services
 Location team leaders and customer success managers (northern or central, southern)
 Service delivery managers
 DDS-IT/Vodafone representatives
 Information services representatives (Datam solutions support and/or NZ Post Group IT)
 Strategic vendor representatives as required (e.g. DDS-IT, Quadient, Bluecrest)

8.2 Customers 

Nominated customer representatives may be part of the response team if deemed appropriate. 

9 Event 3 and 4 Response Teams 

9.1 NZ Post/Datam 

These will comprise all or some of the following people, depending upon the location: 

 NZ Post Group incident or crisis management team members
 Datam leadership team
 Strategic vendor representatives as required (e.g. DDS-IT, Vodafone, Quadient, Bluecrest)
 Datam customer success managers
 Datam technical and support and data operations leaders

9.2 Customers 

Nominated customer representatives may be part of the response team if deemed appropriate. 

10 Team Mobilisation for Event 3 and 4 

NZ Post Group has clearly defined roles and responsibilities should an event 3 or 4 BCP situation be 
declared. The incident or crisis team will immediately convene to identify the full scope and severity of 
the situation.  

Full impact and risk analysis of the situation will be undertaken. The plan to address the BCP situation 
will be formulated, agreed, and then put into immediate action.  

The Datam head of customer success (or delegate) will be in regular communication during this 
period to update strategic customers throughout the entire process, until normal processing is 
resumed. 

Datam’s key objective during such an event will be to resume mission-critical services. 

Link to the Crisis Management Plan: 
Get ready and check the NZP Crisis Management Plan 
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11 Communication Plan 

Datam service delivery managers will advise customers of any disaster declaration within one hour of 
it being declared. During this first communication the ongoing communication plan will be discussed 
with customers and established, including the update cycle. 

The customer can also request a BCP situation dependent on the event classification. 

12 Pre-planned Responses 

The high-level BCP aim is to utilise alternative sites in the event of disaster. Part of BCP planning is to 
ensure that business processes can continue as usual from these locations. Appendix 1 shows a 
high-level diagram of the production and BCP environments of Datam. 

Composition software ‘Inspire’ runs from the Sydney data centre environment. In the event of a failure 
to the Sydney site, Datam has the capability to continue BAU by connecting to the Melbourne DR 
environment. Customers can continue to supply data to either location, if they have access.   
Alternatively, hard media (USB, portable hard drive) could be supplied by the customer for 
processing. 

VRetrieve is managed from the Sydney data centre environment and in the event of a BCP situation 
can be moved to the VRetrieve BCP site in Melbourne. 

The following details are the planned responses to known scenarios likely to be an Event 1 or 2 BCP 
situation. It should be noted an initial Event 1 or 2 situation can be escalated to a 3 or 4 BCP level. 

12.1 Server, PC’s, Firewall - hardware component or total failure 

For server issues, DDS-IT will immediately evaluate the repair where possible. All Azure servers are 
virtual and can be ‘spun’ up on demand.   

For critical processing PC’s, the Datam data operator will immediately swap to another processing PC 
until repairs are complete. Spark will evaluate and repair the PC where possible or a PC will be 
sourced from the ‘hot swap’ pool or replaced from a non-critical area of NZ Post/ Datam.  

Datam maintains two active firewalls where Vodafone can swap traffic to an alternative firewall in the 
event of an issue. 

12.2 Operating System (O/S), Software / Configuration / Data 

The O/S rebuild will occur to configurations and specifications NZ Post have agreed with DDS-IT. 
Backup media will be recalled, software and data will be restored. 
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12.3 Environment 

12.3.1 Epidemic/Pandemic 

In the event of a large-scale health emergency that affects human resources (an epidemic that 
becomes very widespread and affects a whole region, country, continent), Datam, as a subsidiary of 
NZ Post, will take advice from the lead agency (Ministry of Health) and other relevant government 
agencies. 

Business critical output will be prioritised in conjunction with customers.  Daily planning will take into 
consideration the number of staff available (regionally); NZ Post network capability and work that has 
legislative or legal compliance requirements.   

Customers will be requested to prioritise communications to assist with production scheduling.  Datam 
may choose to process files, but not print output immediately, if the NZ Post network is temporarily 
delayed.  

Covid-19 Situation: 
With the recent arrival of Omicron, Datam has been actively reviewing detailed planning and is basing 
the review on Government specified planning scenarios which outlines a possible set of conditions 
that are reasonably foreseeable in our near term future.  

These are: 
 A low incidence of Omicron (under 1000 cases per day and up to 10% of the workforce

unavailable)
 A high incidence (5000+ cases per day and up to 30% of the workforce unavailable).

Datam production sites in Auckland and Christchurch remain under shift separation regimes to 
minimise people contact with cleaning protocols undertaken between shifts. Masks are mandatory on 
site and staff also separate to take breaks and eat meals.  Non-operational staff can work from home 
and have secure access to the network from laptops.  We have restricted access to all Datam sites to 
essential staff only. 

Current staffing levels at both production sites has capacity to tolerate a 20-30% reduction in people 
without significant impact.  Volume reductions in non-critical communications would lessen the 
pressure on the production environment.   

12.3.2 Electrical Supply 

Contingencies 
 Surge control – installed at both Auckland and Christchurch production sites.
 UPS – operational in both Auckland and Christchurch sites to provide continuation of power

until generator power starts up.
 Generators are in place in both Auckland and Christchurch production sites and tested

regularly throughout each year.

Should an outage occur despite contingencies, a managed power-down running on the UPS will 
result.  The systems will be restarted once generator power or grid power is restored.  

Regional outages, in extreme cases, will depend on expectations set by the supply companies as to 
when electricity will be restored. If the situation becomes unfavorable or impractical to run on 
generator power, processing will be transferred to an alternative Datam site (Auckland or 
Christchurch). 
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12.4 Communications 

Datam uses Microsoft Office 365 and company laptops or home computers can be utilised for email 
communications, in conjunction with mobile phones.   

12.5 Network Outages 

If the SFTP failure is localised, traffic will be re-directed to another site (either Auckland or Wellington, 
whichever is unaffected).  
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13 Processing at Alternative Sites 

13.1 General 

Should an Event 3 or 4 BCP situation be declared, it is highly probable that customer processing will 
be required at an alternative Datam site for all or some components of job processing. 

 Data processing alternative sites are Datam Auckland or Datam Wellington.
 Print and mail processing, the alternative sites are Datam Christchurch or Datam Auckland.

Data will be transferred to the alternative site.  Decisions on when to move processing is largely 
dependent on the nature and severity of the disaster, and the resulting impact on processing 
capability. An indicative timeframe is – 

 Relocation of Resources < 24 hours
 Re-direction of data < 8 hours
 Reprocessing of data < 8 hours

All contact, communication and escalation during a BCP period will be in line with the existing 
escalation procedures. The first point of contact for customers will be through the Datam service 
delivery managers with escalation to the customer success managers. 

13.2 Receipt of Customer Data sets 

Customer data is currently received into Azure Sydney via SFTP.  In the case of a BCP situation, data 
will be re-routed to Melbourne, or hard media will be supplied by customers. 

13.3 Data Processing 

13.3.1  Inspire Platform 

 All Inspire jobs and configurations are stored in Sydney and copied to Melbourne DR servers.
In the event of disruption, the processing will continue from the Melbourne site.

13.3.2 Digital Archive - VRetrieve Application 

 VRetrieve production is in Sydney.  In the event of disruption, processing can continue from
the Melbourne site.

13.4 Printing 

The alternative site for printing is Datam Auckland or Christchurch depending on the location affected. 
Alternative to electronic data transfers, hard media transfer of data will be a viable option. 

13.4.1 Stock 

In the event of a disaster situation, if stock is required at an alternative site then; 

 Print and mail stock can be transported from the affected location provided stock is
undamaged and it is feasible to do so. Options will be reviewed with customers for sourcing
stocks from alternative locations (possibly from the customer’s printer, envelope manufacturer
or bulk supplier)

 Most printing is now completed on the inkjet printers, with both production sites holding
backup supplies.
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In the event of unacceptable delays in obtaining customer stock; 

 Jobs may run without inserts if required

 Plain non-branded envelopes could be used provided stock is available

 Inserts could be printed onsite if Datam are provided with print quality images

13.5 Intelligent Mail Inserting 

 Will continue as normal at the alternative processing site
 Subject to stock being available at the alternative site or a suitable alternative as agreed with

customers.
 Both Auckland and Christchurch sites have SmartMail capability

13.6 Manual Mail Processing 

 Will continue as normal at the alternative processing site
 Subject to stock being available at the alternative site or a suitable alternative as agreed with

customers.
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14 Appendix 1 – High Level Production Processes 

If disruption occurs and the normal production gateways are not available, incoming files are held at 
the gateway until the data operations team processes and releases the files (see diagram above).  
Files already received are held in job folders until data operations releases. 
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15 Appendix 2 – Crisis Management Readiness 

 Datam has two geographically dispersed production locations (i.e. Auckland and
Christchurch).

 NZ Post has extensive network redundancy.
 Data is held securely within MS Azure data centres in different locations, with daily and

weekly backups of all mission critical systems.
 Datam has replicated print and mail processing equipment at both production sites.
 NZ Post has mobile coverage spread over all sites.
 NZ Post maintains monitored 24 x 7 firewalls.
 NZ Post has contractual support relationships with its key service providers for IT

infrastructure and software, and print/mail insertion machinery.
 Datam has on-site emergency power generators to maintain power supply to the production

floors in Auckland and Christchurch in the event of a mains supply power failure.
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1.0 First release 26 May 2022 
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